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Set in 2018, inspired by the surge of untold narratives in media, the intention to document race in America 
through a twisted lens aligns itself with the personal and emotional connections explored by network television 
series such as Atlanta, Thirteen Reasons Why, Insecure, Dear White People and Euphoria. Cinematic, contro-
versial, reflective, and rooted in character, SHEA is the union of three worlds, Empathy, Understanding, and 
Denial. SHEA is a story told never before, birthed for such a time as now.

A milkshake after the first big party of the year is nothing new in the town of Grandview. But, when Ashley goes on a 
date with the new guy, a life-changing experience forces her to live a life existing in two worlds.

Three years later and here we are, senior year, where social media influence is at an all- time high, race relations in 
America is tested every day and Drake, yea I said it Drake, has a new song on the radio every week. You see, Grand-
view High School is like Degrassi, or any homogeneous, upper-middle-class suburban town with little to no diversity. 
We have teen drama, high school rivalries, egos, drugs, insecurities, and all the other things that adults tell us not to 
worry about yet plague us, teenagers. But, of all the drama and setbacks that will occur this school year, nothing will 
compare to her story.

At Grandview High School, the name Ashley will go down in history as an urban legend. Ashley was a popular girl. 
Every guy wanted her, and most girls wanted to be friends with her.  The irony, an “innocent” dare would change the 
course of Ashley’s life forever. 

A milkshake after the first big party of the year is nothing new to the town of Grandview. But, when Ashley goes on 
a date with the new guy, a life-changing experience forces her to live a life existing in two worlds. She wakes up ten 
shades darker after using Shea butter one summer evening. What began as a rash, ended in a high school becoming 
teen unrecognizable to herself and to the world. 

Throughout the series, Ashley must learn to navigate in her new skin while balancing past relationships, family, bully-
ing, social injustices, and her future. To society, Ashley isn’t a white woman trapped in a black body; she is just another 
brown skin teenager searching for her place in the world.

Synopsis

Log Line
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DIRECTORS STATEMENT
Last summer, I celebrated my birthday in bed. I was on bedrest after 
having surgery following the rupture of my Achilles tendon. I had just 
finished watching Euphoria on HBO and I was inspired. On that sum-
mer night, I decided, that once again I would bet on myself. I remember 
hobbling over to the couch, taking a deep breath and praying a prayer. 
To be honest, I didn’t even know where to begin. After Amen, I began to 
research, then I wrote, then came the frustration, and discouragement, 
then feelings of being overwhelmed and no matter how many times 
I hit a road block all I continued to envision was what the finishline 
would look like. And in the words of a good mentor/friend of mine, I 
“Kept Pushing”. If there’s one thing I learned during quarantine it’s that 
motivation is just a feeling, and purpose doesn’t require motivation but, 
what it does require is commitment. Those 7 months working on this 
body of work felt nostalgic. Like I’ve been here before. They felt like the 
time I first learned to ride a bike, the first time I spoke in front of an 
audience, the times I made my family proud, the time Kendrick wore my 
vest. These past 7 months reminded me of the array of emotions and the 
commitment required for the process. As I write this I am reminded by 
a quote, from Nipsey Hussle, when he mentioned he went through every 
emotion. And I cosign that those exact words are a testament to my life’s 
journey. 

We all have a story and it is my belief that the bridge to understanding 
begins with a story. We live in a world filled with people who come 
from different backgrounds, ethnicities, beliefs yet, the world feels more 
isolated than ever before. In the past two years, I’ve had the opportun-
tity to speak to over thousands of students in high schools throughout 
the northeastearn region of the country and as I walked through the 
hallways and engaged in conversation with students, the feeling of being 
misunderstood and a denial of self love plauged those young minds. 

While on bed rest this past summer, these conversation came to mind 
and I thought to myself, “how can we break barriers and bring more 
inclusion to our world?” A story can be a bridge to friendship, memories 
and the road to understanding. Although we may never get the chance 
to walk in someone else’s shoes, media grants us the opportunity to view 
and tell the stories of individuals whose journeys can help move us away 
from ignorance.

I wrote Shea, because it’s a narrative that allows the viewers to 
walk the bridge of understanding, the bridge that brings about 
reflection and attemps to move society away from ignorance. 
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Felicia Dowling..............................................................................................Ashley
Jefferson Arelus...................................................................................................Jeff
Ginette Nevu.................................................................................................Allison
Uniqu Davey...............................................................................................Waitress
Karina Stanecki...........................................................................Ice cream worker 
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Producers.....................................................................................Anthony Valentine
Director of Photography....................................................................David Ruzicka
Editors..............................................................................................Pierce Pyrzenski
Production Sound Mixer...................................................................Aaron Sandler
Sound Editor..............................................................................................Bob Pepek
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